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When designing the P25RX-II, there were three main requirements to improve on the P25RX 
design:

1) A bill-of-materials comprised of parts that are available during the current semiconductor 
shortage.

2) Improved blocking performance. (improved weak-signal performance in the presence of 
large out-of-band signals). It was discovered that some cell phone towers could block weak 
P25 signals when in close proximity to the P25RX. The P25RX-II design is intended to 
eliminate this issue.

3) A wider operating frequency range in order to cover the part of UHF-T band that the P25RX
is missing. The P25RX-II also expands the lower and upper frequency limits over the 
P25RX.

In order to address requirement 1, it was noted that there was still large number of the same 
processor used by the P25RX design available in a different package (BGA vs TQFP). A quantity of
these versions of the processor were obtained before they also became unavailable. The BGA 
version acquired is the desired ‘V’ version of the MCU capable of running at 480 MHz. The 480 
MHz clock speed is required for the P25RX-II. The P25RX-II is an SDR design with all of the DSP 
functionality being performed by the processor / DSP co-processor.

Requirement 2 made it clear that a dual-conversion (1st stage analog, 2nd digital) superhet design 
with a ladder-type filter external to the silicon was going to be necessary. An RF ASIC with the IF 
output available on the pins was selected. Figure 1 shows a plot of the frequency response of the IF 
filter in the P25RX-II. The 9-element analog filter provides the blocking performance and anti-
aliasing requirements to meet design requirement #2. After the IF filter, the signal is amplified and 
fed differentially to a 12-bit ADC on the MCU with 4x oversampling. This provides 78dB of 
spurious-free dynamic range. An example of the frequency response for one of the decimating 
filters is shown in Figure 2. An actual -100 dBm, over-the-air, control channel spectrum is shown in 
Figure 3. As you can see, the result of the analog and digital filtering is very good. After coarse (>1 
Hz) frequency correction, this is the spectral response that feeds the polyphase, multi-rate symbol 
synchronizer before the decoder. The symbol synchronizer does fine-frequency correction and 
effectively decimates (down-samples) / interpolates (up-samples) the incoming samples in real-time
in order to track-and-match the remote transmitter’s converter rates. 

Requirement 3 is met with the selected RF ASIC. The range covered is between 27 MHz to 1300 
MHz with the required cell bands and restricted bands notched out. The front-end return loss (S11) 
measurements are shown in Figures 4 and 5 up to 900 MHz. 



Figure 2: P25RX-II 2nd Decimate-by-4, Anti-Alias FIR Filter

Figure 1: P25RX-II 1st IF Analog filter channel response. (ladder-type filter)

70 dB BW=20kHz



Figure 3: P25RX-II Post-Analog-And-Digital Filtering Channel Spectrum 
And Waterfall. Over-the-air P25 CC Input level: -100 dBm, 10dB / Div



Figure 4: P25RX Front-End S11 Measurements (Return Loss) 50kHz - 900 MHz

Figure 5: P25RX Front-End S11 / VSWR Measurements, Smith Chart



Table 1: Adjacent Channel Rejection Measurements

P25RX-II
MARGIN OVER
P25 STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
FOR 
SUBSCRIBER 
UNITS (dB)

P25RX-II
REJECTION 
RATIO (dB)
Conditions:
Input power -108 
dBm

OFFSET
FREQUENCY OF 
BLOCKING 
SIGNAL

−1.0 49 12.5 kHz

−6.0 54 25 kHz

−6.7 58 100 kHz

3.0 68 200 kHz

6.3 73 300 kHz

6.7 82 1 MHz

13.3 88 5 MHz

15.0 90 10 MHz

A new command has been added to demonstrate the PLL lock time and the quality of the signal  
detection for scanning applications:

Control Channel Search  (Currently P25RX-II only)

$ cc_search start_freq channel_spacing bw_mhz channel_dwell [iterations]
$ cc_search 451 .00625 1 15 [iterations]
$ 
signal found 451.025000 MHz FOUND P25 P1 
signal found 451.075000 MHz FOUND P25 P1 
signal found 451.900000 MHz FOUND DMR_BS_DATA_SYNC 
completed cc_search of 160 channels, in 1.00 MHz of BW, in 40 seconds.
Logs are found in /Documents/p25rx/mac_id_xxx/p25rx_cc_search-xxx.txt
The number of iterations is optional



P25RX-II P25RX

Frequency Range (MHz) Supported Frequency Ranges.

27.0 to 512.0
758.0 to 824.0
849.0 to 869.0
894.0 to 960.0
1240.0 to 1300.0

130 to 245
256 to 327
380 to 490
763 to 824
849 to 869
894 to 960

Modes supported P25 P1 / P2
DMR Con+
DMR Cap+
TDMA CC (new)

P25 P1/P2
DMR Con+
DMR Cap+
TDMA CC (new)
FMNB
NXDN-4800 (voice only)

ESD Protection USB, Antenna 
Port

YES YES

Shielded RF section YES YES

Bluetooth audio YES YES

Channel Scan Feature YES NO


